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Voters should choose their 
politicians, not the other 
way around. 

Vote YES on Proposal 2 on 
November 6 for an 
Independent Citizens 
Redistricting Commission.
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Politicians and lobbyists draw voting maps
behind closed doors that directly benefit
themselves, instead of putting the interests of
voters or communities of Michigan first.

VOTERS NOT POLITICIANS is a nonpartisan, grassroots group 
leading the charge to fix Michigan’s broken redistricting 
process through a constitutional amendment to create an 
Independent Citizens Redistricting Commission.
 
Proposal 2 is F-I-T for Michigan!
 

FAIR - Voters—not lobbyists and politicians—will draw
election maps that cannot give one party or candidate an
unfair advantage.
 

IMPARTIAL - Maps will be drawn through compromise by
Republicans, Democrats, and voters who don’t affiliate with
either party and must follow strict criteria.
 

TRANSPARENT - The process will happen in public 
meetings with input from Michiganders, not behind closed 
doors. Everything used to draw the maps—including data 
and software—must be published publicly.

Over 425,000 Michiganders signed the petition to put 
Proposal 2 on the ballot on November 6, 2018. 

Here’s how you can help:
Pledge to VOTE YES at vnp.vote/yes
DONATE at vnp.vote/donate
VOLUNTEER at vnp.vote/volunteer
SHARE this card with a friend!

NOT POLITICIANS
OTERS

www.votersnotpoliticians.com

fb.com/votersnotpoliticians

@NotPoliticians

@VotersNotPoliticians
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